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I. INTRODUCTION

More than three years ago I suggested that our nation was faced with an unprecedented opportunity to use digital technology to make the public real estate recording system functional once again. Electronic recording has the potential to produce huge gains. Recording could become vastly quicker and more convenient; document preparation time and expense could be reduced significantly; errors in recorded documents would be much more likely to be caught and corrected; successful forgeries would be far less likely to occur; examination of the public records could be much more efficient; and the need for title insurance companies to maintain private records duplicating the information in the public records could be eliminated.

Since my previous article was published, two extremely significant statutes have been enacted. Yet progress toward digitization of public land title records has seemed glacially slow. I propose to
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2. I use the phrase "once again" to reflect the fact that, while direct search in the public records was once common, in most urban recording offices today few title searches occur. Rather, title insurance companies use those offices only as a point of "daily takeoff" of the recorded documents, which are then placed in privately-owned "title plants" where the actual searches are performed. See First Am. Title Ins. Co. v. State Dept. of Revenue, 991 P.2d 120 (Wash. App. 2000), aff'd, 27 P.3d 604 (Wash. 2001), and Dale A. Whitman, Optimizing Land Title Assurance Systems, 42 GEO. WASH. L. REV. 40, 58-61 (1973), for a description of "title plants." There are many reasons why direct searching in the public records is not feasible in most urban areas, but one of the most obvious is that these records systems, in most jurisdictions, are indexed only by the names of the parties to each instrument and not by the tract or parcel of land they affect. Searches in name indexes, particularly in highly populous counties, are extremely cumbersome and error-prone.

analyze these two acts, to examine the efforts being made to implement electronic recording, and to discuss the additional legislation that is needed to get the process of reform moving at a more rapid rate.

A digital recording system has many elements, and the discussion later in this article will mention a number of them. In essence, however, three legal elements are required. First, as a matter of substantive law, it must be permissible for the parties to real estate transactions to create and convey interests in property by electronic, as distinguished from paper, documents. Second, public recorders must be authorized by law to accept such documents for recordation. Third, they must be authorized to store such documents and maintain the required indexes in electronic form, hopefully in a manner that will take advantage of the electronic format to provide broad public and title industry access.

To implement digital recording, a confluence of several factors is necessary: political will on the part of the public officials involved (recorders and their political masters, usually county commissioners or supervisors), legal authority, and budgets adequate to the task. Without all of these factors, little progress is likely.

II. POLITICAL WILL TO REFORM

It is likely that many, perhaps most real estate recorders, have little interest in converting their records to electronic form or in accepting electronic documents. Many of them work in small counties, with perhaps only a few hundred or a few thousand recordings each year. They may have little technical expertise, either on staff

4. I have used the term "recorder" throughout this article, although in some jurisdictions the official responsible for real estate recordings is called the "clerk," the "auditor," or some other title. Recorders may belong to either or both of two national organizations: the National Association of County Recorders, Election Officials and Clerks ("NACRC," usually pronounced "nack-rack"), an affiliate of the National Association of County Officers (NACO); and the International Association of Clerks, Recorders, Election Officials, and Treasurers (IACREOT), formed by individuals who broke away from NACO in 1971. Both organizations serve other types of local officials (e.g., county clerks, court clerks, election officials, and treasurers) in addition to recorders.

5. There are more than 3600 recorders' offices in the United States. By one estimate, the populations served by recorders break down as follows: greater than 500,000—104 offices; 250,000 to 499,000—100 offices; 100,000 to 249,000—304 offices; 50,000 to 99,999—286 offices; 25,000 to 49,000—630 offices; less than 25,000—1,618 offices; New England towns—482 offices. Ernst Publ'g Co., Land/Property Records Interest Group: Basic Recording Facts, Ernst Publishing Co. at http://www.nacrc.org/interestgroups/LandPropRecordsAdmin/reports/numRecordingoffices.htm (last visited
or available to them from the county or town government. Indeed, they may be only marginally able to keep up with their current workloads with existing resources. In the absence of a major infusion of funds or some other unlikely incentive, it is not realistic to expect such recorders to be early endorsers or implementers of digital recording.

However, there are a few important exceptions; recorders who have had the time, creativity, and resources to bring digital recording to reality. Several of them have become well known among their peers for implementing some aspects of digital recording. Their jurisdictions include Salt Lake County, Utah; Orange County, California; Maricopa County, Arizona; Boone County, Missouri; and Broward and Palm Beach Counties, Florida. Most of these counties have engaged in partnerships with private technology firms to create their systems. Although these recorders have done impressive and creative work, their systems still fall...
short of what is possible for digital recording. To be specific, although they are storing documents in digital form, and are making electronic indexes available to the public and the title industry on the Internet, none of them\textsuperscript{14} are as yet accepting documents in the form of digital text with digital signatures. Instead, they are receiving only paper documents, which are then scanned into computers in the recorders’ offices, leaving them with scanned versions of paper documents.\textsuperscript{15} Thus, what is stored is simply a graphical representation of the paper document with its handwritten signatures. This is an intermediate and perhaps necessary step between traditional recording and true digital recording.

A. The Property Industry Records Joint Task Force

In 1998, a group of progressive recorders, working with several private companies that provide services to recorders, formed the Property Industry Records Joint Task Force.\textsuperscript{16} The Task Force quickly became the leading United States organization working toward implementation of digital recording systems. Its primary object has been “[t]o identify problems, recognize opportunities and develop solutions that will make property records systems more efficient, effective and responsive to the public.”\textsuperscript{17} While it has spent some time and energy on non-electronic issues,\textsuperscript{18} clearly digital recording has been its highest priority.

The Task Force has created several committees to advance its work on digital recording. Perhaps the most critical, the Technology technology is provided by such firms as eOriginal, at http://www.eoriginal.com/ (last visited Nov. 14, 2002).

\textsuperscript{14} An exception is the Broward County, Florida system mentioned supra note 11, but it is not being used to record digital documents on a widespread basis.

\textsuperscript{15} See, e.g., Press Release, Broward County, Florida, Broward County Records to Implement New Recording Software, http://www.co.broward.fl.us/cri02600.htm (last revised Apr. 2, 2002). In describing the new system, the press release states that “[r]ecording will be done from images, which will be captured as the first step in the recording process.”\textsuperscript{16} ld.

\textsuperscript{16} The Task Force is cosponsored by NACRC and IACREOT. See supra note 4.

A great deal of information about the Task Force, including copies of all of its newsletters, is found on its Web site, http://faxxon.cifnet.com/taskforce (last modified Sept. 6, 2002). It recently renamed itself the Property Records Industry Association (PRIA), a more pronounceable acronym, but the Web site address remains valid.


\textsuperscript{18} Notably, the Task Force was concerned with the implementation of the 1999 revision of Uniform Commercial Code Article 9 and with the establishment of standards for the submission of paper documents for recording. See supra note 16 for the newsletters available through the Task Force Web site.
ogy Committee has met on numerous occasions since 2000. It has developed a set of standards for the use of Extensible Markup Language (XML) in the recording of digital documents. 19 XML is a language that involves the use of "tags" surrounding each data item to identify the nature and relevance of that item. The "tags" are enclosed in angle brackets. For example, a grantor's signature on a document might be represented as <grantor's signature>John W. Jones<grantor's signature>. The concept seems simple, but it gives the system vast flexibility, since by careful design every possible form of necessary data can be accepted by the system, and all data elements are clearly identified by their accompanying tags. 20 The Technology Committee has developed the concept that every electronic document submitted for recordation would be attached to an XML "wrapper" that would contain the data necessary to index it: parties' names, type of document, legal description, date, and so on. By this means, documents would become "self-indexing." If the XML wrapper were properly prepared, it would be read directly by the recorder's computer, and no human intervention would be needed in the recorder's office to index the document. 21 Significantly, the Task Force's XML standards can work equally well with digitized (scanned) paper documents or with documents in original digital form, including digital signatures.

The work of the Task Force indicates that the political will to reform the recording process is indeed present, at least in sufficient supply to allow the creation of a number of meaningful projects. Many recorders will, of course, prefer not to be part of the "first wave" of electronic recording, but there are many who are willing to take the risks and bear the costs involved in making digital recording work.

III. LEGAL AUTHORITY FOR REFORM

It is clear nearly everywhere in the United States that recorders cannot accept digital documents without first gaining new legal

---

21. This is an updated electronic version of the concept of the "cover page" — a document accompanying a recorded instrument that contains all of the data needed to record and index the instrument. I first advocated this concept nearly 30 years ago, although it has achieved acceptance only in the past decade or so. See Whitman, supra note 2, at 53-54.
authority. The reason is, traditional statutes authorizing recording of real estate instruments speak only in terms of paper documents. The Massachusetts statute is typical; it provides that the register of deeds:

Shall record all instruments upon the pages of the record books in fair and legible handwriting or in print, and in continuous successive lines, and shall note on the record, before attesting the same, all erasures and interlineations and the value of any stamp affixed thereto pursuant to federal law, and the cancellation thereof, and he shall make duplicate microphotographic process copies of all books in his registry in which deeds, certificates of title and other instruments have been recorded or entered.\(^\text{22}\)

This focus on paper documents is not surprising, since the Statute of Frauds in nearly every jurisdiction has traditionally required a writing for all conveyances of interests in land. Again, the Massachusetts statute is typical:

An estate or interest in land created without an instrument in writing signed by the grantor or by his attorney shall have the force and effect of an estate at will only, and no estate or interest in land shall be assigned, granted or surrendered unless by such writing or by operation of law.\(^\text{23}\)

Plainly the words "instrument" and "writing" were traditionally understood to require inscription on paper or some other tangible medium.

The recorders who have developed the limited forms of electronic recording mentioned in the previous section of this article have, for the most part, operated under recently enacted state legislation authorizing their path-breaking work. There may be a dozen of these statutes, usually passed as amendments to the existing legislation applicable to recorders. There is a great deal of variation between statutes. Some of them, for example, authorize only the recodaration of digitally-scanned paper documents.\(^\text{24}\) Others are not

---


\(^{23}\) ch. 183, § 3.

\(^{24}\) E.g., Ariz. Rev. Stat. § 11-461(C) (2002) ("The recorder may accept a digitized image of a recordable instrument for recording if . . . the instrument from which the digitized image is taken conforms to all applicable laws relating to the recording of paper instruments." (emphasis added)); Va. Code Ann. § 17.1-240 (Michie 2001) ("A procedural microphotographic process, digital reproduction, or any other micrographic process which stores images of documents in reduced size or in electronic format, may be used to accomplish the recording of writings otherwise required by any provision of law . . . ." (emphasis added)); Wash. Rev. Code § 36.22.160 (2002).
limited in this fashion and, in principle, would appear to allow recordation of digital text documents. Some of the statutes leave uncertain whether digital text documents are acceptable or appear to delegate that decision to some administrative body. As one would expect at such an early stage of development, there is little consistency among these statutes. Perhaps the single thread uniting them is the notion that use of electronic technology is optional within the individual recorder’s office, and no recorder is required to adopt it.

A. **Uniform Electronic Transactions Act**

The adoption of the Uniform Electronic Transactions Act, ("UETA") by the National Conference of Commissioners on Uniform Laws in 1999 gave new hope to the advocates of electronic recording. This hope was heightened by the Act’s rapid adoption by a large majority of the states. Of course, recording of real estate documents was not a primary thrust of UETA. As the official “Summary” of UETA states:

The basic rules are in Section 7 of UETA. The most fundamental rule in Section 7 provides that a “record or signature may not be denied legal effect or enforceability solely because it is in electronic form.” The second most fundamental rule says that “a contract may not be denied legal effect or enforceability solely

Each county auditor is hereby authorized to provide for the installation and thereafter for the maintenance of an improved system for copying, preserving, and indexing documents recorded in the county. Such a system may utilize the latest technology including, but not limited to, photomicrographic and computerized electronic digital storage methodology.

---

25. *E.g.*, Mo. Rev. Stat. § 59.563 (2002) ("The recorder of deeds in any municipality or county of this state may establish an electronic format for the recording or filing of documents which such recorder has a constitutional or statutory duty to maintain.").

26. *E.g.*, Tex. Loc. Gov’t Code Ann. § 191.009 (Vernon 2002) ("A county clerk may accept instruments by electronic filing and record the instruments electronically if the filing or recording complies with the rules adopted by the Texas State Library and Archives Commission under Chapter 195.").


28. The term “record” is defined by UETA to mean “information that is inscribed on a tangible medium or that is stored in an electronic or other medium and is retrievable in perceivable form.” In effect, “record” encompasses both paper and electronic documents. UETA. § 2 (proposed draft 1999).
because an electronic record was used in its formation.\textsuperscript{29} The third most fundamental rule states that any law that requires a writing will be satisfied by an electronic record. And the fourth basic rule provides that any signature requirement in the law will be met if there is an electronic signature.\textsuperscript{30}

Thus, UETA's principal purpose is to eliminate barriers, such as the traditional Statute of Frauds, to the effectiveness and enforceability of electronic documents and signatures. That is not a trivial accomplishment from the viewpoint of electronic recording, for there is little point even in thinking about recording electronic real estate documents in the absence of assurance that they will be enforceable. But validity and enforceability are not enough, since the administrative provisions of most state laws governing the recording process remain in place, and these are nearly always based on the assumption that paper documents will be recorded.

Three "optional" sections of UETA have more direct potential impact on electronic recording, for they deal not with private enforcement but with the administrative machinery of the state and its agencies. Again, the official "Summary" of UETA explains:

Section 17 allows a state to designate one agency or officer as the authority on creation and retention of governmental records. Section 18 allows a state to designate which agency or officer regulates the communication of electronic records and use of electronic signatures between agencies and other persons. Section 19 allows a state to designate an agency or officer to set standards that promote consistency and interoperability between state agencies with respect to the use of electronic records and signatures. \ldots These are very important provisions, however, because they provide a state with some root law for organizing the electronic business of the state.\textsuperscript{31}

These provisions were challenging ones for the UETA drafting committee. They reflect a compromise that was designed to be acceptable to all states, in the face of varying political interests and administrative structures. Balancing authority between individual


\textsuperscript{31} Summary of UETA, \textit{supra} note 30.
agencies and a designated state officer (the "computer czar," to resort to colloquial terminology) proved difficult to achieve. Ultimately, the drafters and the Conference decided to leave that balance to the individual jurisdictions.

A closer look at these three sections from the viewpoint of local recorders may be helpful. Section 17 deals with 'internal' records of government agencies. It provides that "[Each governmental agency] The [designated state officer] of this State shall determine whether, and the extent to which, [it] [a governmental agency] will create and retain electronic records and convert written records to electronic records."32

Despite the "internal" nature of the records mentioned here, the section is highly relevant to recorders. Once a document is recorded, it becomes an "internal" record, perhaps to be "converted" to electronic form, and in any event to be "retained" by the recorder's office. Thus Section 17 gives enacting states the choice whether to have decisions about electronic record conversion and retention made by "each governmental agency" or by the "designated state officer." Since each county or town recorder is an individual "agency," the former choice would mean that every individual recorder—dozens or even hundreds of them in a given state—would be empowered to make her or his own decisions about electronic document conversion and retention. Of course, in most states there is no statewide official with any supervisory authority over recorders.33 Consequently, unless such a central authority is created or some existing statewide agency is granted additional authority, there would be no plausible alternative to letting each recorder decide.

UETA Section 18 deals with "external" records—that is, those submitted to government agencies from outside sources. Once again, the decision as to whether electronic records will be accepted is to be made either by "each governmental agency" or by the "designated state officer":

[each governmental agency] [the [designated state officer]] of this State shall determine whether, and the extent to which, [it] [a governmental agency] will send and accept electronic records and electronic signatures to and from other persons and otherwise

32. UETA § 17 (1999).

33. Massachusetts represents an unusual case, since registers of deeds in Massachusetts are directly supervised by the Secretary of State. Mass. Gen. Laws ch. 34B, § 10 (2002).
create, generate, communicate, store, process, use, and rely upon electronic records and electronic signatures. 34

Section 18 goes on to provide very extensive authority to the individual agency or the state officer, as the case may be, with regard to formatting of records, types of electronic signatures that will be acceptable, standards that must be met by certification authorities issuing such signatures, and matters of storage, backup, and auditability of the records. 35 I will return to these powers later. Finally, Section 19 authorizes the party or parties with the authority mentioned above to “promote consistency and interoperability with similar requirements adopted by other governmental agencies.” 36

B. The Advent of E-SIGN

Shortly after UETA was approved by the Commissioners on Uniform State Laws, the U.S. Congress stepped into the arena of electronic records by adopting the Electronic Signatures in Global and National Commerce Act (“E-SIGN”). 37 E-SIGN’s core holding is essentially identical to UETA’s—that documents and signatures cannot be denied validity or enforceability because they are in electronic form. 38 In light of that fact, it is questionable whether E-SIGN needed to be enacted at all. It was promoted heavily by industry groups out of concern that UETA would take a long time to achieve nationwide enactment, and that it might be weakened by non-uniform amendments or omissions in the process. 39

There are a number of differences between UETA and E-SIGN, the most obvious being that E-SIGN is federal law and hence immediately effective in every state. 40 UETA on the other hand must be enacted state-by-state. Other differences are of less consequence for our purposes. 41 The difference of most relevant to

34. UETA § 18(a).
35. See Whitman, supra note 1, at 248-50, for a discussion of the role of certification authorities in issuing digital signatures.
36. UETA § 19.
38. § 7001(a).
40. E-SIGN was signed by President George W. Bush on June 30, 2000, and took effect, for most purposes, on October 1, 2000.
41. E-SIGN contains elaborate consent requirements for consumer transactions. 15 U.S.C. § 7001(c). E-SIGN exempts wills, codicils, testamentary trusts, documents affecting adoption, divorce, or other matters of family law, and the Uniform Commercial Code, other than sections 1-107 and 1-206 and Articles 2 and 2A. § 7003(a). UETA's exemptions are similar but do not include adoption, divorce, or family law.
our present purposes is the fact that E-SIGN, unlike UETA, contains no language expressly requiring state or local governmental agencies to accept electronic documents for filing or recording.\(^{42}\)

Despite the lack of express language, an argument can be made that E-SIGN does require acceptance by recorders and other agencies of electronic documents. E-SIGN's construction is cumbersome and hard to parse.\(^{43}\) The Act states that it does not "require any person to agree to use or accept electronic records or electronic signatures, other than a governmental agency with respect to a record other than a contract to which it is a party."\(^{44}\) This convoluted sentence seems to indicate that government agencies are indeed required to accept electronic records.

However, the Act also provides that it does not supersede the requirement of any governmental regulatory agency "that records be filed with such agency or organization in accordance with specified standards or formats."\(^{45}\) This sentence might be read to permit agencies to demand paper documents and reject electronic filings altogether. On the other hand, it might mean merely that when agencies accept electronic filings, as they are arguably required to do under the language quoted in the previous paragraph, they can establish formatting standards for those electronic documents. The latter interpretation seems more plausible, but would give no comfort to agencies asserting that they are not yet ready to accept electronic filings.

A different provision of E-SIGN has been read by Professors Wittie and Winn to support the view that governmental agencies are not automatically required to accept electronic filings.\(^{46}\) E-SIGN states that it does not relieve any "federal regulatory agency of its obligations under the Government Paperwork Elimination Act." The Paperwork Elimination Act, in turn, establishes a five-year time frame for federal agencies to adopt procedures allowing

---

\(^{42}\) UETA § 3(b). UETA adds, as an exemption, matters covered by the Uniform Computer Information Transactions Act (UCITA).

In addition, E-SIGN exempts "default, acceleration, repossession, foreclosure, or eviction, or the right to cure, under a credit agreement secured by, or a rental agreement for, a primary residence of and individual. 15 U.S.C. § 7003(b)(2)(B). UETA does not contain any similar exemptions.

\(^{43}\) See Wittie & Winn, supra note 39, at 314-16.


\(^{45}\) § 7004(a).

\(^{46}\) Wittie & Winn, supra note 39, at 315-16.
them to accept electronic documents and signatures. This timeframe would make little sense if E-SIGN were meant to require the agencies to accept such filings immediately.

Finally, several statements by members of Congress during the enactment process take the view that government agencies are not necessarily required to begin accepting electronic filings by E-SIGN's effective date. For example, Representative John Dingell of Michigan noted:

In some circumstances, the bill gives agencies authority to set standards or formats; in doing so, they may decide in some cases not to adopt an electronic process at all for filings if they determine (consistent with the Government Paperwork Elimination Act), after careful consideration, that this alternative is not practicable.

In light of these conflicting signals, it is not easy to determine whether real estate recorders were required by E-SIGN to accept electronic documents by the Act's effective date, October 1, 2000. Based on the reasoning and legislative history mentioned above, several commentators concluded that recorders were not obligated to do so. As a practical matter, the proper interpretation of the

---


48. 146 CONG. REC. E1071-01 (daily ed. June 21, 2000). The explanatory statement that accompanied the introduction of the Electronic Signatures in Global and National Commerce Act stated:

Section 104(a) provides that subject to section 104(a)(2), a Federal regulatory agency, a self-regulatory organization, or State regulatory agency may specify standards or formats for the filing of records with that agency or organization, including requiring paper filings or records. While the conference report preserves such authority to such agencies or organizations, it is intended that use of such authority is rarely exercised.


Senator Patrick J. Leahy of Vermont, during the debate on the Conference Report of the Electronic Signatures in Global and National Commerce Act, stated:

Federal agencies are already working toward full acceptance of electronic filings, pursuant to the schedule established by the Government Paperwork Elimination Act. I am confident that State agencies will follow our lead. Until they are technologically equipped to do so, however, they have an unqualified right under section 104(a) to continue to require records to be filed in a tangible printed or paper form.


49. Wittie & Winn, supra note 39, at 316; Memorandum from Goodwin, Proctor & Hoar, to Am. Land Title Ass'n, Consumer Mortgage Coalition, and Elec. Fin. Servs.
statute was largely irrelevant, for the vast majority of county recorders were simply incapable of accepting electronic documents by the relevant date. For them to have attempted to do so would have been disastrous. As the Attorney General of New York put it:

If E-SIGN obligates county recording officers to presently accept filings for recordation that contain electronic signatures, the recording system for real property transactions will suffer grave inefficiencies until such time as recording officers are fully prepared to handle such filings. In the interim, persons affected by an area of the law in which the need for certainty is paramount may be compromised irreparably.50

Whatever the ultimate "truth" about E-SIGN's requirements for government agencies, it is clear that E-SIGN provides no administrative framework for county recorders to rely upon. Unlike UETA, E-SIGN says nothing about who (the individual agency or some statewide officer) will establish standards for electronic documents, the types of electronic signatures that will be acceptable, the standards that must be met by certification authorities issuing such signatures, or issues of storage, backup, or auditability of the records. While UETA is quite general in its coverage of these matters, E-SIGN is utterly silent with respect to them.

C. What UETA Authorizes

E-SIGN contributes little to our understanding of the powers and authority of recorders with respect to electronic documents. Hence, except in the few states that have adopted statutes dealing with the topic,51 we are left to consider what recorders can do under UETA. In short, the answer is a great deal, but probably not enough for successful and creative implementation of a strong electronic recording system.

Of what does such a system consist? The answers given here are based in large part on the more detailed analysis in my earlier work.52 The most important element, the validity and enforceability of electronic real estate conveyances with electronic signatures,
is established by both UETA and E-SIGN. In addition, UETA authorizes the establishment of standards, either by individual recorders or by a designated state official, for the following:

1. Acceptance of such electronic documents for recording.
2. Formatting electronic documents to be recorded, whether as digital text, as scanned graphics, or both.
3. Use of Extensible Markup Language or other digital "wrappers" on electronic documents, supplying the necessary information to index them.
5. Backup and archiving of the recorder's database.
6. Auditing of the database to determine whether adequate procedures are in place.
7. Use and format of digital signatures.

53. UETA § 7 (1999); E-SIGN, 15 U.S.C. § 7001(a). Note the exceptions in UETA for wills and testamentary trusts, UETA § 3(b), and in E-SIGN for wills, testamentary trusts, and documents affecting adoption, divorce, or other matters of family law, 15 U.S.C. § 7003(a).
54. UETA § 18(a).
55. § 18(b)(1).
56. These matters are readily encompassed within UETA section 8(b)(1), which refers to "the manner and format in which the electronic records must be created, generated, sent, [and] communicated." In the past few years a number of states, and many individual recorders in other states, have begun requiring document submitters to provide, with each document, a "cover sheet" or data block containing in summary form the information necessary to index the document. See, e.g., Mo. Rev. Stat. § 59.310(1) (2001); Wash. Rev. Code §§ 65.04.045(c)-(f) & 65.04.047 (2002). Virginia has a less comprehensive version, Va. Code Ann. § 17.1-223 (Michie 1999). See also Land Records Cover Sheet and Barcode Seminar, Fairfax County, Virginia, http://www.co.fairfax.va.us/courts/circuit/pdf/mastercovesheet.pdf (last visited Nov. 14, 2002). These "cover sheet" requirements can be seen as a precursor to the sort of electronic "wrapper" mentioned in the text, which serves much the same purpose but can be read by computer without human assistance.
57. UETA § 18(b)(4) (referring to any "other required attributes for electronic records which are specified for corresponding nonelectronic records or reasonably necessary under the circumstances").
58. § 18(b)(3) (referring to "adequate preservation, disposition, integrity, [and] security . . . of electronic records").
59. Id. "Auditability" refers to the notion that a subsequent third party (an "auditor") can examine the record of a transaction, reconstruct the transaction from that record, and identify cases in which the record has been modified or falsified so as not to reflect the actual transaction accurately. Jon M. Peha, Electronic Commerce with Verifiable Audit Trails, at http://www.isoc.org/inet99/proceedings/1h/1h_1.htm (last visited Dec. 18, 2002).
60. UETA § 18(b)(2). For a detailed discussion of digital signatures, see Benjamin Wright, Eggs in Baskets: Distributing the Risks of Electronic Signatures, 32 UWLA L. Rev. 215 (2001); David L. Gripman, Note, Electronic Document Certification: A Pri-
8. Qualification of certification authorities\textsuperscript{61} issuing digital certificates, including the proof an applicant must show to obtain a digital ID,\textsuperscript{62} the security of the certification authority's database, the type or types of storage media that are acceptable for digital ID's, and any desired requirements for biometric augmentation of digital signatures.\textsuperscript{63}

This list goes a long distance toward creating the legal environment that recorders need to record electronic documents, but it does not go far enough, for there are a number of other features, discussed in the next section of this article, that are needed or desirable but are not included. However, this is not a criticism of UETA or its drafters. Of necessity, they were concerned with the entire panoply of electronic records and state agencies. It would have been impractical for them to draft provisions specifically directed toward real estate recording.

\textbf{IV. The Elements of a New Uniform Electronic Recording Act}

What is needed is a new uniform act to fill the gaps remaining after passage of UETA. In August 2002, the National Conference of Commissioners on Uniform State Laws appointed a drafting committee to prepare such an act, with Dean Arthur Gaudio of the Western New England College School of Law as Reporter. What should be the nature of such an act? Like UETA, it should be an "overlay" statute, designed to work compatibly with existing state

\textsuperscript{61} A "certification authority" is a trusted third party issuing digital certificates that can be used to sign electronic documents. Using public key infrastructure (PKI), the certification authority serves to verify that a particular digital signature attached to a document is authentic. See Lupton, \textit{supra} note 60, at 779-82.

\textsuperscript{62} There is a significant risk that a certification authority might issue a digital certificate to an imposter. See, e.g., Jaikumar Vijayan, \textit{Microsoft Warns of Fraudulent Digital Certificates}, \textit{ComputerWorld}, Mar. 22, 2001, http://www.computerworld.com/secuitytopics/security/story/0,10801,58857,00.html (describing how VeriSign, one of the largest certification authorities, was "spoofed" into issuing two digital certificates to imposters who represented themselves as Microsoft employees).

\textsuperscript{63} An individual might steal or otherwise improperly acquire the "token" (disk, smart card, or other media) containing a properly issued digital certificate, and might then use the token to impersonate the true owner's signature. To prevent this, biometric identification of the person exercising the token can be used. A variety of biometric identification schemes are available, including those based on handwriting, fingerprints or palmprints, voiceprints, the pattern of blood vessels in the retina of the eye, and even DNA. See generally Wright, \textit{supra} note 60.
recording statutes rather than to replace them wholesale. The fol-
lowing discussion should provide a useful starting point with respect
to the topics, not already covered by UETA, that would be useful
components of a Uniform Electronic Recording Act.

A. Standard Document Forms

Much repetition occurs in the recording of real estate convey-
ances. The vast majority of transactions involve the use of identical
forms, with only a small amount of variable information: the names
and signatures of the parties, the date, the description of the real
estate, and the notary’s signature, date, and seal. Perhaps the worst
offender is the standard one-to-four-family Fannie Mae-Freddie
Mac mortgage form which, depending on the state and version, may
run upwards of twenty pages. It makes no sense to record this
“boilerplate” repeatedly. Whether in a paper or an electronic re-
gime, standardized documents should be recorded only once, and
then simply incorporated by reference into each individual transac-
tion. Some states authorize this practice now to a limited extent,64
but it should be available universally. Even though digital storage
is relatively cheap, it should not be squandered. Most documents
could be reduced to less than one page or its electronic equivalent
by this method.65 Of course, hand-tailored documents would still
need to be recorded in full.

B. The Role of the Notary

Nearly every state presently requires that the signatures on
real estate conveyances be acknowledged before a notary or other
officer before recording. It is at least arguable that notarial ac-
knowledgment should no longer be required if documents are in
electronic form,66 with digital signatures confirmed by a secure and
well-managed certification authority. The certification authority
might well employ, and be required by law to employ, identification
methods far more secure than those typically used by notaries.67

of trust); Nev. Rev. Stat. § 111.353 (1998) (recording of master mortgage or deed of
65. At the same time, care must be taken not to stifle the creativity of real estate
lawyers. If a document does not coincide with the standard forms or categories recog-
nized by the recorder, it must be recordable in any event without distorting its meaning
by “pushing” it into a category it does not fit.
without the signer’s personal appearance before the notary).
67. Indeed, the certification authority has been referred to as a “super notary.”
Of course, that is not the end of the story. As mentioned above, the token containing an owner's digital ID might be stolen and used by an imposter even though the ID itself was issued properly and with the utmost care. In principle, a notary might serve as an impediment to at least some cases of this sort of forgery. In addition, the appearance of the signer before the notary serves to some extent as protection against the signer's having acted out of fraud, duress, or undue influence. Finally, it is arguable that the presence of the notary when real estate is bought and sold serves an important ceremonial purpose, reinforcing in the minds of the parties that they are engaged in a serious act with important legal consequences. It is debatable whether the issuance of a digital ID, especially if divorced from any particular real estate transaction, would serve the same goal.

Therefore, the states will be left with a policy choice as to whether notaries should continue to have a role in electronic real estate transactions, and what that role should be. UETA addresses this issue in only the most general terms. In essence, it provides that in any case in which existing law requires a notary's certificate, the notary may now affix the certificate electronically to an electronic document. Thus, UETA does not attempt to change the
situations in which notarization is necessary, but only the form of the notary's certificate. Notaries and their organizations usually maintain stoutly that, while electronic rather than paper notarial certificates may well be acceptable, it is essential to preserve the current acknowledgment process, in which the signer appears personally before the notary after signing the document.\(^7\) The merits of this debate must be decided, and the drafting of a Uniform Electronic Recording Act is a good forum for doing so.

C. Requirement for Grantees' Signatures on Documents

I have previously suggested that if digital signatures become widespread, it would make considerable sense to require (or at least to allow and encourage) grantees to sign real estate conveyances.\(^2\) The reason is simple: If the digital signature of the grantee of the previous deed in the chain of title is compared with the digital signature of the grantor of the present deed, and the two signatures are identical, we have strong proof that the present grantor is indeed the same person as the previous grantee. The possibility of forgery would thus be greatly reduced. This system would work only if the recorder made the prior grantee's digital signature available for comparison. The concept should be seriously considered as part of a Uniform Electronic Recording Act.

D. Consolidation of Recorders' Functions

If recorded documents are indexed and stored digitally, the question arises whether this activity should continue to be carried on at the local (usually county) level, or should be aggregated in regional or statewide offices. This is a topic that a Uniform Electronic Recording Act should address.

I would suggest that there is no single answer to this question,


\(^2\) Whitman, *supra* note 1, at 258-59.
but rather multiple answers for the multiple functions of recorders. Clearly, the archiving of recorded documents, and the accompanying backup and security arrangements, should be handled at the statewide or regional level. These activities require a level of sophistication beyond the capacity of many local recorders. Moreover, there is an obvious economy of scale in aggregating them and no countervailing need to have them performed locally. In an electronic recording world, most searches of recorded documents will presumably take place by means of the Internet, but it would be a simple matter to provide a few work stations in local recorders’ offices for searches by members of the public who have no other Internet access, even if the actual records are archived in a statewide database.

On the other hand, there may be a good argument for keeping the document submission and initial error-checking functions at the local level. At a minimum, there must be some intake process for paper documents, which are likely to persist in use to some extent for many years, perhaps indefinitely. As a matter of convenience, it is sensible to continue maintenance of local offices for this purpose. That function cannot be purely mechanical, since it will continue to be necessary to identify errors and non-conformities with applicable document standards. If this is to be done on the local level with paper documents, perhaps it may be just as well to continue to check electronic documents for errors at the local level, and to expect the local recorders’ personnel to communicate with submitters about the correction of the errors thus identified.

The present difficulty is that there is no legal authority in most states for recorders to consolidate any of their functions at the regional or statewide level. While there is no doubt that recorders tend to react with doubt or hostility to any sort of proposal for consolidation,73 it is likely that they will, over time, accept a plan that leaves them with some significant role in the recording process, even if it is an attenuated role in comparison with present practice.

E. Public Access Via the Internet

Most state recording statutes require recorders to make their records available to the public.74 The question arises whether avail-

73. When I mentioned the possibility of consolidation to a group of recorders at the IACREOT meeting in Scottsdale, Arizona, in July 1999, one of them denounced me and stormed out of the meeting, while another labeled the idea “communistic.”

74. See, e.g., FLA. STAT. § 28.222(6) (2002) ("All instruments recorded in the Of-
ability on the Internet is permissible and satisfies this require-
ment. In some of the states that now authorize electronic
indexing and storage, the relevant legislation expressly states that a
"hard copy" of the indexes must continue to be available to the
public, while others excuse the duty to provide "hard copy" if an
electronic index is created. A uniform act should clarify both that
provision of Internet access is within the authority of the recorder,
and that it satisfies the public availability requirement with respect
to both the indexes and the content of the recorded documents
themselves. It should also make clear that paper or other hard copy
indexes and documents need no longer be maintained after the
electronic access system is established and has proven reliable.

A related issue arises with respect to the liability of recorders
for errors in the posting of on-line documents and indexes. A num-
ber of the recorders engaged in Internet posting thus far have in-
cluded disclaimers on their web sites, noting that the posted
documents are not "official" or "certified" copies and asserting that
the recorder will incur no liability for errors in them. Perhaps

75. One recent listing shows twenty-two counties nationwide providing Internet
access to recorded documents. Land/Property Records Interest Group: Internet Access
to Real Estate Records, at http://www.nacrc.org/interestgroups/LandPropRecords
Admin/reports/realEstateRecords.htm (last visited Nov. 19, 2002). In some cases, only
the indexing data or a summary of each document is available; in other cases, a graphi-
cal representation of the entire text of the document can be viewed or printed.

76. GA. CODE ANN. § 15-6-61(b) (Supp. 2002) ("Regardless of the automated or
computerized system elected, each clerk shall maintain and make readily available to
the public, complete, printed copies of the real estate grantor and grantee indices up-
dated regularly . . . . ").

77. 55 ILL. COMP. STAT. 5/3-5025 (Supp. 2002).
If such a computerized system has been in use in his or her office for at least 6
months and the recorder determines that it provides accurate and reliable in-
dices that may be stored as permanent records, more quickly and efficiently
than the system previously used, the recorder may thereafter discontinue the
use of the manual system and use only the computerized system for such
indices.

Id.

78. See, e.g., Broward County, Florida Disclaimer, at http://205.166.161.12/oncorev2/ (last visited Nov. 24, 2002) ("We have tried to ensure that the information
contained in this electronic search system is accurate. Broward County Records Divi-
sion makes no warranty or guarantee concerning the accuracy or reliability of the con-
these disclaimers have been inserted out of an abundance of caution or a concern that there is little or no legal authority for the recorder in question to provide Internet-based information. A uniform act could and should clarify the liability issue. Liability should depend on a thoughtful consideration of the policy issues involved and not on the uncertain legal effectiveness of such disclaimers.

Can recorders legally charge fees for Internet-based services? Traditionally, access to the paper or film indexes and document copies in the recorder’s office was free of charge to searchers except for photocopying fees. The revenue earned by recorders’ offices was derived from recording fees, not from charges to searchers. As they have moved their data to Internet servers, some recorders have developed systems for charging user fees, while others have followed the free model applicable to manual records. Charging user fees is an understandable way to recoup some of the quite substantial cost a recorder must expend to implement electronic recording, and the fees may well be acceptable, even attractive, to title companies, lawyers, and other real estate professionals who use the data on a regular basis. Nonetheless, the charging of search fees flies in the face of a long-established pattern. A uniform act could and should clarify whether such fees are permissible, and whether there are limits on them.

County governments often maintain databases containing a wide variety of non-title information concerning land parcels. The possibilities are almost endless, and include information about land use regulations, school and other special districts, proximity to police and fire services, soil type, property tax valuation and assessment, tax maps, characteristics of buildings, subdivision plats, flood plains, and even hazardous waste. This sort of information can be integrated with land title data and made available on the Internet,
providing an extremely useful data source for real estate brokers, lenders, and others in industries related to real estate. The result is often termed a geographic information system ("GIS"), or a "cadastral" system. But legal questions may remain. Is the recorder authorized by law to provide (or to work with other county offices in providing) such an integrated service? By extension of the discussion in the previous paragraph, can a charge legally be made? A uniform act should address these questions.

F. Improvement of Parcel Descriptions and Maps

In most areas of the nation, legal descriptions of land take one of three forms: the government survey system, references to recorded plats, and so-called "metes and bounds" descriptions, in which each course and distance of the property's boundary is stated. The last form of description mentioned is the most problematic, since descriptions using it tend to be lengthy, hard to follow, and easy to mistranscribe.

The advent of satellite mapping and computerization has provided an opportunity for local governments to create accurate maps of their land parcels and to assign parcel identifiers to each. This has been accomplished in a number of counties. For the most part, counties have used these parcel identifier numbers, or PINs, to improve their property tax collection process and, in some cases, as the basis for a computerized geographic information system.

In principle, such PINs could also serve as land descriptors in real estate conveyances. To use PINs for this purpose, each PIN must be logically associated with a detailed description of the relevant parcel's boundaries in a data base; merely relating the PIN to some arbitrary point on the parcel (e.g., roughly its center) may be sufficient for most GIS purposes, but is insufficient for purposes of parcel description. The county (or some contractor, presumably
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hired by the county) must go through the process of reconciling the county's maps (which may already contain tax map numbers) with the legal descriptions used in recorded real estate conveyances. This is a tedious task and is likely to be accomplished only gradually over a long period. In cases in which the descriptions in recorded documents contain overlaps or gaps, it may be impossible to establish a relationship between the map and PIN and the legal description until some affected owner brings a suit and obtains a judgment reconciling the discrepancy. Moreover, parcels are not static. They are frequently subdivided or combined. Someone must be assigned the ongoing responsibility of keeping the maps up to date and assigning or withdrawing PINs to accommodate changes in boundaries.

All of this is possible, but it is a tall and potentially costly order for a local government to fill. It seems likely that the investment would pay large dividends over time in terms of fewer description errors, less litigation (once existing discrepancies are resolved), and much simpler records and indexes, whether paper or electronic. In an electronic recording system, the PIN could be shown on the "cover sheet" or electronic "wrapper," allowing the document to be tract-indexed automatically without the necessity of any of the recorder's personnel picking through the detailed legal description and checking it for errors.

Obviously, an electronic recording system can function without using PINs as parcel descriptors, but they are such a useful adjunct to this type of recording system that recorders should be authorized by state law to participate in their development. Such authority should be granted in a uniform electronic recording statute.

G. Fee Collection

In many states, recorders must finance their office operations from the fee revenue they collect. As such, recorders are extremely sensitive to fluctuations in their costs and revenues. This fact was demonstrated by the controversy and protest generated among recorders when the new UCC Article 9 was released for adoption in 1999. It provides for filing of financing statements in the state where the debtor is located, rather than in the location of the collat-

eral. As a result, county recorders in states that previously used county-wide filing anticipated a sharp reduction in revenues as filing fees for financing statements disappeared. Some used their political power to object to the adoption of Article 9, while others sought alternate revenue sources. As one group of recorders put it:

Each recording office should compute the amount, if any of what we have called “lost net revenue.” This is defined as lost revenue from personalty filings that no longer are handled by recording offices, less reduction in recording office costs from not having to maintain a U.C.C. index. The task force urges each state to maintain revenue neutrality for recording offices by increasing, where necessary, local recording fees or by sharing with recording offices increased central office U.C.C. filing fees.

This sensitivity to costs and revenues is natural and understandable, but it has important implications for the implementation of electronic recording. The probability of increasing short term costs is obvious; the vendors who are currently marketing their software and services to recorders expect to be paid. Whether existing fee structures will be sufficient to pay these costs is uncertain. Raising fees, and perhaps operating different fee schedules for electronic and paper recordings, may be necessary.

Attention must also be given to methods of collecting fees for instruments that are recorded electronically. To require payment by cash or conventional paper check would largely defeat an important objective of electronic recording—to make the recording of documents possible without the necessity of visiting or mailing anything to the recorder’s office. Two methods have been used thus far by recorders accepting documents electronically. The first is to accept credit or debit cards via the Internet. The second is to permit parties who routinely submit significant numbers of documents (e.g., attorneys and title insurance companies) to create escrow accounts in the recorder’s office, fund them with substantial balances, and then allow them to “spend down” those balances over time.

However, the legal authority of recorders to use either of these techniques is uncertain. A uniform act could and should clarify the right of recorders to collect fees in these ways, and perhaps by other methods as well.

86. U.C.C. § 9-301.
V. CONCLUDING THOUGHTS: STATEWIDE OR LOCAL CONTROL?

Even in states that have enacted UETA, supplementation is necessary in order to provide legal authority for the aspects of an electronic recording system that are not provided for by UETA. This article has highlighted a number of issues that such supplementation should cover. In addition, the Uniform Electronic Recording Act might well provide more specific guidance, from the viewpoint of real estate recording, on some of the matters UETA touches upon.

Perhaps the most difficult issue is the allocation of control between statewide and local authorities. A number of factors argue strongly for at least a considerable measure of statewide control. First, a statewide agency could assure "interoperability" among the electronic systems installed by recorders throughout the state. It could thus avoid the need for title officers, lawyers, and others to learn the idiosyncrasies of multiple recorders' systems—a serious source of inefficiency in the present recording system, and one that can be greatly reduced if not eliminated. Second, it could prevent a recorder with more enthusiasm than skill from seriously impairing his or her own records through an incompetent or ill-thought-out conversion to electronic recording. Third, it could provide significant cost savings through the statewide sharing of technology, avoiding the need to reinvent systems in each recording jurisdiction throughout the state. Fourth, a statewide agency could participate, perhaps more effectively than individual recorders, in the ongoing national dialogue on advances in the art of electronic recording and could bring those advances to bear on the state's distinctive problems.

At the same time, however, important cautions must be heeded. There is the risk that a statewide agency could become rigid or moribund, freezing the development of the technology and impeding individual recorders who wish to advance it further. At the other extreme, there is the risk that a statewide agency might envision and approve only systems so advanced that the majority of recorders in the state could not understand them or afford to implement them. Indeed, because of the wide variation in the populations served by county recorders, it seems essential that a statewide agency approve a wide range of model systems, from less to more in terms of cost and sophistication.

Perhaps most important, individual recorders must have substantial input, perhaps even control, of any statewide regulatory
body. Otherwise, the risk is too great that the state agency will operate on the basis of theory rather than practical reality, and will approve only systems that are unacceptable to those who must actually install and operate them. The agency should also receive the continuing feedback of those who will pay for and use the systems: title companies, lawyers, and local governing bodies and administrators. This might be accomplished by means of an advisory commission with broadly based membership from the groups mentioned.

The proper balance between the protections that a statewide regulatory agency can provide and the creativity that individual recorders can offer will not be easy to achieve. There is, so far as I know, no successful existing model to which to look for guidance. But achieving the right balance may well mean the difference between success and frustration. Of all of the tasks of the drafting committee for the Uniform Electronic Recording Act, this may be the most critical.